
REAL DEMOCRACY NOW BRIGHTON / GLOBAL REVOLUTION
Began supporting the Spanish Revolution after the 15M, but soon was reorientated into
working for a Real Democracy in the UK and claiming a Global Revolution.

RDNB (Real Democracy now Brighton) is a non violence movement that works
autonomously to other movements but following a similar structure and same principles
than the Spanish 15M, adapting to the needs and circumstances of the English reality.
RDNB organises in a horizontal way, no leaders, general Assemblies, committees,
work groups, debates, consensus, etc.

THE CAMP WORK
The camp lasted for three weeks and was for by individuals from different countries.
We created an open space to meet and talk, listen and learn, debate, share skills,
develop ideas, do activities and workshops, and together find alternatives to this system.
We had small demos and corner speeches, approaching to people on the streets and
talking about the situation in the UK and other countries, finding that every person can
identify with the movement for a different reason.

CREATE NETWORKS
To connect with the English citizens we create links with other groups such as Stop the
cuts, Climate Change Camp, Students, activist groups, other Real Democracy Now UK
movements, local artists, youth centres, etc.

PRESENT SITUATION RDNB
At the moment RDN Brighton has been offered a meeting room for free and for a month
in a youth centre.
RDNB also use a squat in town centre for debates and meetings.
RDNB is working on requesting a meeting place to the Council, the green party in
power, as considers that governments should provide free spaces for the citizens to meet
and discuss social-political-ecological-economical-or any matters that concern them.
Spaces other than pubs and shopping centres, without the need of spending money.

Our presence in the streets and squares is still important, that´s why we keep having
the General Assemblies in open public spaces, which is not always easy for weather
reasons.

ACTUAL SITUATION IN THE UK
The situation is more “privileged” than in other EU countries, in terms of wealthiness
and material comfort.
The movement was not adopted by the English citizens as spontaneously as in other
countries. The mass media manipulates and ignores information of what is happening
in other countries.
However, there are around a dozen of cities in the UK claiming a Real Democracy
Now.

As in most countries, the English Government is no legislating for the protection and
interest of the citizens, but in the favor of large banking corporations and the market.



AUSTERITY MEASURES
The Conservative party is planning severe cuts in the public sector, harming the
poorest and mere vulnerable people.

Some of this measures are:

- Cuts in the NHS, the health system.
- Closing Libraries (Oxford)
- Stopping funding for Social Centres and organization that work with disadvantage
people and mental health.
- Reform the public pension system as is already happening with the privet.
- They are privatizing public sector.
- Cutting benefits for unemployment and housing.

- At the end of last year they triply the University tuition fees from 3000 to 9000 a
years, with is just like privatizing Education.

Workers are loosing their rights that took decades to win!

In the future there will be worst working conditions and insecure retirement.

LAST MOBILIZATION
100.000 people took the streets of London on the 30th of June in an Anti cuts
Demonstration.

When this cuts kick in, more and more people will rise up!

EVENTS TO COME
- 2000 frontline Police will demonstrate in August against the cuts in London.
- 15th October, Global Demonstration.
- Real Democracy Now, Young people, unemployed people, trade unions, students and
activists will march from town to town  doing demos and debates, starting on the 1st
of October, and arriving in London on the 5th of November, symbolic date when Guy
Fox tried to burn the Parliament of London, in the XVII Century. Remember remember,
the 5th of November.

This is just the beginning!

Lets join forces and work together!

Be the change you want to see!

FIND MORE ON
UK´s Real Democracy Now Manifesto:
http://realdemocracynow.webeden.co.uk/#/our-manifesto/4551801662

http://www.facebook.com/groups/democraciabrighton?id=176115795786265&notif_t=
group_activity#!/groups/democraciabrighton

http://spanishrevolutionbrighton.wordpress.com/


